
Note: Marker on grave for
Palmer is NOT for the

Palmer grave, but for #6 & #8—
See notes on next page.

Chas. Bellegarde
born in Givet, France

July 7, 1890
aged 42 years

(E side—old plot map—see notes on next pg.)

Clarence M. Palmer  1924
(permit & old plot map)

Hugh W. Palmer  1934
(permit & old plot map)

Auguste Portal
died Jan. 16, 1891

aged...
(E side—old plot map—curved top w/sunken,

bottom portion unreadable)

Tina Palmer Kay  1944
(old plot map)

Ralph C. Palmer  1944
(ashes in grave—old plot map)

Victoria wife of Jules Rostein
born in Rouen, France

died Feb. 8, 1897
aged 48 years

(S side—old plot map—see notes on next pg.)

Sarah A. Dale
1868-1946

(top—old plot map)

Jules A. Rostein
1918

(permit & old plot map)

Joseph C. Dale
1876-1943

(top—old plot map)

Thomas Kooten
1938

(permit & old plot map)

Robert Hammond
1930-1942

(top—w/engrv’d rose—old plot map)
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Plot #024
approx. headstone placement

N Plot enclosure: concrete curb as shown
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Obelisk w/Gothic rev.engrv’d. des. on 4 sides—
shared stone—3 major cracks w/some chipping—

N. side: Bellegarde on base
Chas. Bellegarde

(Auguste Portal somehow possibly buried between
two graves sharing the same marker?)

E side: down-pointing hand w/roses/lilies/etc. in high relief
S side: Victoria Rostein

Rostein on base
W side: engraved shield des.

NOTE: considering the condition and damage of the
marker for V. Rostein, shared with C. Bellegarde, it
seems likely that this stone was replaced in the
wrong location when it was put back together. The
current location does not agree with the old plot
map records nor is there any explanation for the A.
Portal burial being between the 2 graves. Apparently
it should not be where it is currently located. It is
not known who did the work on this marker, nor
when.
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